
Question Bank/Architectural Thesis/5th Stage 

1. Why did you select this site 

2. What were the criteria that should be available in a site to be suitable to your project 

3. What are your potential points in site? 

4. How did you match your project with the site context? 

5. 2- concept  

6. What is your concept 

7. What are the sources of your concrot? 

8. Do you think that your concept is suitable to your project? 

9. How can you persuasive others about the validity of your concept  

10. What are the maching points of the concept and the project  

11. What is arecthe strategy you applied to transfer the concept to three dimentional form? 

12. Can you give examples about similar ptojects  

13. 3- plans 

14. What is your main components 

15. How did you allocate the components  

16. Based on what consideration you used this approach in your design 

17. What is the main component in this projt? 

18. How did you reflect the importance of this part in design 

19. What is the standard you used to decide the area 

20. What is number of usesrs? 

21. How did you find the area of the main part? 

22. How did you solve the circulation? 

23. How did you solve the orientation? 

24. Did you take ventilation in your consideration? How? 

25. In case of emergency how did you solve this need? 

26. 4- Elevation 

27. Why did you use this approach in the elevation? 

28. Do you think that this solution is matching the nature of your project? 

29. Why did you use these materials in thevelevation? 

30. Why did you use this colors for the elevations? 

31. Do you think thay the elevations are going with the urban context? 

32. 5- structure 

33. What is the structural solutions you applied? 

34. What is the widest span in the project? 

35. What is the depth? 

36. Where did you put the expansion joint? 

37. 6- environment 

38. Did you apply any environmental solutions? 

39. Did you make use of sustainability approaches in your design? 

40. 7- landscape  

41. What kind of landscaping you suggested  

42. What are the expected outdoor activities? 

43. Is there any integration of indoor and outdoor design ? 



44. engineering services 

45. What is the air conditioning system you suggest? 

46. How it is working? 

47. What is area of engineering services  

48. How did you estimate these areas? 

49. Did you apply any environmental solutions? 

50. Did you make use of sustainability approaches in your design? 

51. What is your main components 

52. How did you allocate the components  

53. Based on what consideration you used this approach in your design 

54. Where do you get design inspirations from? 

55. Do you follow any designers? 

56. How do you keep yourself updated with the latest design trends? 

57. Which company do you think does the best branding? 

58. How do you define UX design? 

59. What’s your favorite product or app and why? 

60. Which product’s design do you dislike and how would you change it? 

61. What design tools do you use? 

62. What design tools are you proficient in? 

63. Do you use whiteboard? 

64. Can you code? 

65. Have you faced any problems while working with developers? How do you solve it? 

66. What do you do when project managers or clients don’t like your design? 

67. Was there a scenario where you planned something for a client but something completely 

unexpected happened? How did you overcome it? 

68. How do you convey your ideas to project managers or other designers? 

69. Do you use any task management software? 

70.   How do you hand over your designs to the developers? 

71. Do you like working with other designers? 

72. Do you have experience leading a team or conducting presentations? 

73. How do you handle critique on your designs? 

74. Do you like flat design? If so, why? 

75. Have you designed primarily with iOS or Material design guidelines? 

76. How do you decide what visualizations to use for a particular data? 

77. What design tools do you use for data visualizations? 

78. Find 10 flaws with this illustration (interviewer shows you a design). 

79. What do you do when you come up with a design but it doesn’t align with the research? 

80. Have you done usability testing? 

81. What do you think about collaborative work? 

82. Do you have experience with people working remote? 

83. Talk me through your design process. 

84. When do you know a design is complete? 

85.   How do you stay organized or keep up with deadlines? 

86.   Do you follow Agile scrum or Waterfall methodology? 



87.   Do you design in Mac or Windows? 

88.   What do you look for in an ideal boss? 

89.   What do you do outside of work? 

90.   Where do you see yourself in 5 years? 

91.   How much compensation are you expecting? 

92.  


